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Abstract. This paper deals with the investigation of space
diversity techniques for elimination of signal fading and
consequently extension of coverage area in applications of
RF identification of shadowed people in a building corridor. Several measurement scenarios were evaluated. They
comprised up to four wearable tags placed at different
positions on a human body with one or two reader antennas, including shadowing by a small crowd of people. It
was shown that the achieved corresponding SIMO mode
diversity gain accounted for ca. 1 dB at the overall improvement in the trace coverage amounted to ca. 5%. On
the other hand, the MIMO mode diversity configuration
brought an improvement of up to 10% and enabled to cover
more than 50% of the identification area, including the
scenario where shadowing by a small crowd of people was
present.
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1. Introduction
To date, the RFID technology is commonly used in
a wide range of areas such as identification of items in
warehouses, presence systems in buildings, parking systems, check-ins, logistics, etc. [1]. In recent years, researchers have dealt with the development of RFID transponders for special applications, including identification
of objects made of metallic or liquid materials [2–5] and
identification of people using transponders situated in the
vicinity or directly placed on human bodies [6–9]. On the
contrary, [10], [11] deal with the tag diversity of bodyworn antennas in the case that the shadowing effect of
identified people is omitted. Further, the sensing of electrical or non-electrical quantities performed using the RFID
transponders represents an up-to-date topic as well [12–14].
For all the above-mentioned applications, a high reliability of identification has to be ensured. The identifica-
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tion of people, especially in buildings, represents the application whose power budget is highly affected by multipath
effects and shadowing in the surrounding environment. The
power budget is influenced by the RF power transmitted by
the reader, gain of all antennas, free-space loss between the
reader and tag antenna and additional losses specific to the
interference of electromagnetic waves in the given conditions. These additional power losses should be evaluated
and the power backup has to be reflected in system calculations. To a certain degree, they can be minimized by
optimal system setting. In addition, space diversity techniques, investigated in this paper, can be used for further
improvement of the coverage area.
The paper analyzes the influence of space diversity
techniques employed in order to eliminate the signal fading
and to extend read range in the RFID applications for identification of shadowed people, who primarily move down
the corridor towards the reader gate. The sport events or
scenarios similar to airport security checks are typical examples. We therefore evaluated a number of representative
measurement scenarios, where up to four wearable tags
were placed at different positions on a human body, and
either one or two reader antennas were utilized. The scenarios also included several configurations of the tagged
person shadowed by a small crowd of six people.

2. Tag Antenna Design
The coupled patch antennas developed recently by the
authors [6] were designed at the operation frequency of
2 GHz for the measurements presented in this paper. The
proposed antenna structure is composed of two patches
shorted at the outer edges and coupled by a central gap, to
which a pair of perpendicular comb notches is placed
symmetrically, as depicted in Fig. 1. The complex and real
input impedance of the antenna can be achieved by changing the number, length and width of the comb-notches and
intermediate strips [6]. Following the utilized measurement
system described in Sec. 3.1, the antenna was designed to
be matched to the real impedance of 50 Ω.
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Fig. 2. Simulation and measurement of reflection coefficient
of 50 Ω shorted coupled patch antenna.

Fig. 1. Sketch (a) and photograph (b) of shorted coupled patch
sensor antenna with comb-notches matched for 50 Ω
impedance (dimensions in mm).

The total size of the antenna prototype
is
42 × 35 × 0.762 mm3
(the
relative
size
is
0.28 × 0.23 × 0.005 λ0 at 2 GHz). The measurement antenna sensor matched to 50 Ω has two pairs of notches that
are 11 mm in length. The other dimensions are shown in
Fig. 1(a). The antenna was fabricated on the low-permittivity Rogers RO4350B woven-glass laminate with r = 3.48,
and loss tangent tan  = 0.003. The antenna feeding
RG 174 flexible micro-coaxial cable was connected directly to the ends of the central pair of strips of the comb
notches. Hence a differential feeding was formed. Although the antenna is a patch antenna operating over the
ground plane, the symmetrization of the feeder was not
implemented. The influence of non-perfect symmetrization
on the radiation pattern tilt is assumed to be insignificant
for application of the antenna in a complex environment
(i.e. on the moving human body). Hence it does not decisively influence the propagation channel characteristics.
To verify its properties, the sensor antenna matched to
50 Ω was first simulated by the IE3D method of moments
simulator in free space and on a human phantom of the
following dimensions: 120 × 80 × 15 mm3 in size with
εr ~ 55 and tan δ ~ 0.5. Such phantom enables direct contact of the rigid antenna, which is the worst case of the
platform-tolerant antenna operation from the input impedance and radiation efficiency point of view. On a human
body, more friendly configurations can be supposed (for
instance the antenna is located on the clothing etc.). The
comparison of simulated and measured reflection coefficients of the antenna in free space and on the human body
is presented in Fig. 2. The reflection coefficient and the
gain were measured in free space and also in the arrangement, where the antenna was attached to a human chest
/phantom in an anechoic chamber. Very good agreement,
and also a high immunity from the direct touch of a human
body phantom, can be observed. Figure 3 shows the measured radiation patterns in both principal planes in free
space and on the human body phantom.
Simulation - free space
Simulation - human body phantom
Measurement - free space
Measurement - human body

Gain [dBi]
3.0
1.1
2.9
0.9

Tab. 1. Gain of 50 Ω coupled-patches antenna at frequency of
2 GHz.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. Measured radiation patterns of coupled patch antenna
with comb-slots in E plane and H plane: (a) In free
space and (b) on human body phantom.

Table 1 provides the comparison of simulated and
measured gain of the proposed antenna, where the results
show a very good agreement.

3. Building Corridor Measurements
3.1 Measurement System
Depending on the selected measurement configuration, up to two transmit (Tx) rectangular patch antennas,
denoted as TX1 and TX2 in Figs. 4 and 5, were utilized
simultaneously as they were distinguished by their operating frequencies, 2001.06 MHz and 2000.86 MHz, respectively.
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To receive the continuous transmitted wave signals,
a custom-made portable receiver with four parallel channels
and a high sampling rate of 10 kHz was used [15]. This
receiver can be set so that all of its channels are tuned to
the same frequency of 2001.06 MHz, denoted here as
a single input multiple output (SIMO) mode. Alternatively,
the first two channels are tuned to 2001.06 MHz and the
other two channels are tuned to 2000.86 MHz, referred to
as a multiple input multiple output mode (MIMO). As
a result, one Tx antenna and four receive (Rx) antennas can
be utilized at the same time in the SIMO mode. In contrast,
in the MIMO mode, TX1 and TX2 are utilized concurrently
and two Rx antennas are connected via two power splitters
to the particular Rx inputs [15]. In each branch, the power
splitters cause an additional loss of 3 dB in the system
power budget.
To evaluate the relevancy of the selected scenarios, it
is necessary to take into account the following parameters:
Rx low noise floor of –126 dBm for a 12.5 kHz bandwidth,
common Tx rectangular patch antenna gain of about 9 dBi,
Rx antenna gain from Tab. 1, available Tx output power of
–43 dBm, additional cable losses of approximately 5 dB,
and free space loss of about 65 dB for the maximum distance of 20 m between Tx and Rx. The system detected
fades with amplitudes of at least 25 dB and 22 dB in the
SIMO and MIMO mode, respectively, which makes it
sufficient for the selected scenarios. The reconfigurable
measurement system with well-suited parameters was previously verified by the authors during a number of measurements within different applications, see e.g. [15].

edge of the corridor was utilized instead of TX1, see
Figs. 4.
 Configuration III: The system was operated in the
MIMO mode and both TX1 and TX2 were used at the
same time. The two tag antennas (RX1, RX2) were
located on the chest and left shoulder of the test person to achieve the best propagation conditions.
All above-described configurations were used for the
following four measurement scenarios.
 Scenario I: The test person was moving alone in the
middle of the corridor.
 Scenario II: The test person was moving alone along
the right edge of the corridor.
 Scenario III: The test person was moving in the middle of the corridor, surrounded by a matrix of six people selected in a way that ensured that the propagation
conditions were influenced in the most significant
manner, see Fig. 4b.
 Scenario IV: The test person was moving along the
right edge of the corridor, surrounded by a matrix of
six people (identically to the Scenario III).

3.2 Measurement Scenarios
The measurements in both SIMO and MIMO mode
configurations were performed in a four-meter wide building corridor with the ceiling height of 3.5 m. The test person with Rx tag antennas was moving from a distance of
20 m towards Tx antennas at an approximately constant
speed of 1 m/s; see Fig. 4.

(a)

The presented work is focused on investigation of
actual scenarios, where separate RFID readers with
a maximum output power (e.g. 1 W) are supposed. This
maximum output power is available for all outputs of the
reader (or even for each reader if more readers are
employed).
The measurements addressed three below-mentioned
configurations of the tag, Tx antennas and several scenarios
of shadowing caused by the presence of people.
 Configuration I: The system was operated in the
SIMO mode and TX1 was located in the middle of the
corridor, see Fig. 4b. Four tag antennas were situated
on the chest, back and left and right shoulder of the
test person, see RX1–RX4 in Fig. 4a.
 Configuration II: This configuration differs from the
previous one only by the fact that TX2 placed at the

(b)
Fig. 4. Measurement setup of (a) Rx antennas on test person
and Tx antennas in corridor, (b) geometry of Scenario
III in 4 m wide building corridor (side walls and
ceiling are removed).
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4. Application of Space Diversity

trace coverage extent 

The selection combining algorithm [16] was utilized
to evaluate the achieved spatial diversity. On condition that
all Rx branches have identical noise powers, the resulting
amplitude is simply the strongest one, which corresponds
to the common RFID scenario where the tag with the response stronger than the chip sensitivity is being identified.
Consequently, in SIMO mode with TX1 and N Rx antennas, the resulting amplitude is considered to be as follows:

rSIMO  max  r1,TX1 , r2,TX1 , , rN ,TX1 

(1)

with rN,TX1 being the response amplitude from TX1 at the
Nth antenna in linear units (here N = 4).
On the other hand, in the MIMO mode with two Tx
and two Rx antennas, the overall strongest amplitude has to
be selected in the following manner:

rMIMO  max  r1,TX1 , r1,TX 2 , r2,TX1 , r2,TX 2  .

(2)

It is also straightforward to extract the case of one Rx
antenna and two Tx antennas from (2), which results in the
multiple-input single-output (MISO) measurement mode.
We may write then:

rMISO  max  r1,TX1 , r1,TX 2  .

(3)

The diversity gain can be obtained for the individual
measurement modes simply by subtracting the signal levels
received by the particular Rx antenna from (1)–(3). For
example, considering the improvement over the singleinput single-output (SISO) scenario with TX1 and RX1
only, the corresponding diversity gain in dB for each mode
equals:

GSIMO  10  log10  rSIMO   10  log10  r1,TX1  ,

(4)

GMIMO  10  log10  rMIMO   10  log10  r1,TX1  ,

(5)

GMISO  10  log10  rMISO   10  log10  r1,TX1  .

(6)

Although TX1 and TX2 have the same output powers,
they show/are operated at different frequencies, hence the
powers received in particular Rx channels are not mutually
influenced. By considering a realistic scenario where each
tag reader constitutes a separate unit, the direct comparison
between individual measurement modes is possible in (1)–(3).
Due to the multipath propagation and signal fading,
the power level in the corridor shows an oscillatory character with power level minima and maxima. Subsequently,
it is possible to identify several parts of each trace with
signal coverage, i.e. where received signal level exceeds
sensitivity of given transponder chip for the particular
measurement mode. If the said individual trace lengths are
summed up, denoted as dcover, and divided by the total trace
length dtotal, we obtain the trace coverage extent where
reliable identification is achieved.

d cover
 100%.
d total

(7)

The threshold levels represent the sensitivity thresholds of an RFID chip, i.e. the received signal level has to
detect properly the signal from Tx. As the reverse direction
from Rx towards Tx is less critical regarding the sensitivity
of the system, we thus address the most critical part and
automatically cover the correct identification of the tag.
Graphs of the trace coverage extent versus chip sensitivity are presented in Figs. 6–12, where the corresponding
diversity gain can also be identified as it equals the change
in the chip sensitivity when the spatial diversity mode is
applied. It should be noted that as the measurement setup
described in Sec. 3 represents the common RFID scenario
with regard to the types of Tx and Rx antennas, the
obtained experimental data were directly utilized in
Figs. 6–12 after being corrected for the common RFID Tx
output power of 1 W. Commonly available chip sensitivities (at the time of the manuscript preparation) ranging
from –20 dBm to –5 dBm have been applied here.

4.1 SIMO Mode Measurements
Figure 5 demonstrates the signal levels as measured in
Configuration I within Scenario I. We clearly see that as
the test person was moving towards Tx, the selected chip
sensitivity threshold of –15 dBm enabled to detect the tags
continuously up from the distance of about 6 m. However,
it is not generally possible to directly evaluate the overall
trace coverage extent of tag identification from such graphs
as several peaks above the particular threshold appear at
further distances as well. Thus, Figs. 6–12 address the
particular measurement modes following (7).
In Fig. 6, the results for Configuration I under Scenario I are shown. If we aimed at a criterion stipulating the
trace coverage extent above 50%, e.g. 60%, it was fulfilled
only by utilizing the tag on the chest (RX1), considering
the chip sensitivity around its limit of –20 dBm. Employing
the SIMO mode space diversity, such trace coverage extent
could not be achieved without RX1. For instance, using
both tags on the shoulders resulted only in the trace coverage extent below 40% for the limiting chip sensitivity of
–20 dBm; see the magenta dashed line with circular points
in Fig. 6. Nevertheless, the SIMO mode with all Rx antennas improved the trace coverage extent by about 5% for
any chip sensitivity, while providing a low diversity gain of
about 1 dB. Other SIMO mode configurations involving
RX1 were always between the SISO results for RX1 and
the SIMO mode case with all four antennas; see Figs. 6–12.
They were therefore omitted to keep these figures wellarranged. The little effect of RX2 placed on the back of the
test person is also obvious from Figs. 6–12, as it could have
been expected.
When keeping Configuration I and addressing Scenario II, we see the trace coverage extent improvement for
RX3 and RX4 caused by the better orientation of RX3
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radiation pattern towards TX1 and stronger reflections
from the wall close to the test person, respectively (Fig. 7).
Yet, as in the previous case, the requirement of at least
50% trace coverage extent could be fulfilled only in the
case when RX1 was utilized, irrespective of the SIMO
mode.
By employing TX2 at the edge of the corridor (Configuration II), we noticed a behavior similar to the one in
the case of Configuration I, with an overall slight increase
in trace coverage extent (Fig. 8). Following Fig. 4a, this
phenomenon resulted from the better pointing of TX2.
When the test person was moving along the corridor’s
edge, the resulting characteristics in Fig. 9 remained very
similar to those in Fig. 7.
As the overall differences between the results obtained in the case of Configurations I and II and Scenarios I
and II were very small, measurements for the case of shadowing by the matrix of six people (Fig. 4a), are going to be
demonstrated only for Configuration I and Scenario III. In
comparison to Figs. 6–9, Figure 10 then depicts a substantial decrease in the influence of RX1 on the resulting identification trace coverage extent. Moreover, as can be seen
in Fig. 4a, RX3 on the left shoulder was oriented along the
isle within the shadowing matrix, whereas RX4 was more
influenced by the presence of people in front of it, resulting
in the better trace coverage extent levels of RX3. Again,
the SIMO mode diversity improvement in the case of all
Rx antennas was about 5% for any chip sensitivity with
a low diversity gain (ca. 1 dB).

Fig. 6. Trace coverage extent for reliable identification versus
common RFID chip sensitivities, Configuration I,
Scenario I.

Fig. 7. Trace coverage extent for reliable identification versus
common RFID chip sensitivities, Configuration I,
Scenario II.

To sum up, by comparing Scenarios I and III for Configuration I (Figs. 6 and 10), we come to the conclusion
that the 60% trace coverage extent criterion could not be
met in Fig. 10. Moreover, due to shadowing, the extent of
trace coverage slightly diminished by about 5% for RX3
and RX4, which further weakened their influence within
the applied SIMO mode diversity.

4.2 MIMO Mode Measurements
In Figs. 11 and 12, we show representative results for
the MIMO mode, namely Scenarios I and III in Configura-

Fig. 5. Example of measured power levels versus distance d
from TX1, Configuration I, Scenario I. Horizontal line
at 15 dBm represents chip sensitivity. Trace coverage
extent is the relative extent of the trace (compared to
the total trace length) where the received power is
higher than the chip sensitivity.

Fig. 8. Trace coverage extent for reliable identification versus
common RFID chip sensitivities, Configuration II,
Scenario I.

Fig. 9. Trace coverage extent for reliable identification versus
common RFID chip sensitivities, Configuration II,
Scenario II.
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Fig. 10. Trace coverage extent for reliable identification versus
common RFID chip sensitivities, Configuration I,
Scenario III.

tion III. Taking into consideration the results from the previous Sec. 4.1, both TX1 and TX2 were utilized simultaneously and tag antennas were selected to be located on the
test person’s chest and left shoulder (RX1 and RX3) to
address the best propagation conditions, i.e. within which
the maximum identification area coverage with minimum
number of antennas was attained.
Figure 11 indicates the results for Scenario I, where
the test person was moving in the middle of the corridor
without any shadowing. In comparison to the SIMO mode
case in Fig. 6, we mainly notice an increase in the SISO
TX1-RX1 channel, while in contrast to Fig. 8, there is
a slight drop in the SISO TX2-RX1 channel. As this is attributed to the same channels and thus should be identical,
it proves that the repeatability of measurements may be
rather limited by the repeatability of the actual test person’s
route and the tag placement steadiness, influenced by the
test person’s movement.
Taking these limitations into account, we present results for the case of shadowing by the matrix of people in
Fig. 12, which can be compared to the results in Fig. 10. In
this case, the repeatability of shadowing conditions may
apply as well. However, it is obvious that the identification
trace coverage extent levels above 50% were hardly reached
and the resulting MIMO mode diversity improvement
equals, again, merely 5%. From this perspective, assuming

Fig. 11. Trace coverage extent for reliable identification versus
common RFID chip sensitivities, Configuration III,
Scenario I.
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Fig. 12. Trace coverage extent for reliable identification versus
common RFID chip sensitivities, Configuration III,
Scenario III.

that RX1 is utilized, the MIMO mode configuration does
not introduce any significant advantage over the SIMO
mode diversity case.

4.3 Discussion
In regard to the SISO mode results in Sec. 4.1, it can
be deduced for the considered scenarios that the best
placement of the tag antenna is on the person’s chest. Yet
the overall trace coverage extent percentage of the tag
identification ranged approximately from 40% to 70%,
depending on the chip sensitivity and type of scenario. It
should be pointed out that in case a power margin is required, the trace coverage extent proportionally decreases.
This can be improved, to a certain level, by applying
the space diversity. Although it has turned out that another
antenna on the person’s shoulder is a suitable solution, such
placement is less comfortable for the user in case of rigid
badge type tag antenna as it may not be completely stable
for any kind of test person’s movement. Indeed, it is necessary to consider the utilized antenna type. This can be
avoided, for instance, by using tag antennas designed on
flexible substrates.
On the contrary, a tag antenna situated on the back
brings only a small improvement to trace coverage extent
when a person approaches the face to the identification
gate. Despite the obviously negligible effect of RX2 placed
on the back of the test person, RX2 could enable the identification of the test person in the case that this person completely turns back from Tx or leaves the corridor. However,
as stated in the introduction, such cases are not major concerns for the selected corridor scenarios, where the wearer
walks towards the reader antenna. Generally speaking, if
the person turns around, additional tags placed on other
parts of his/her body increase their significance for identification process.
It was shown that the corresponding SIMO mode diversity gain was merely about 1 dB, whereas the improvement in the trace coverage extent was worth some 5%. In
the MIMO mode with Rx antennas on the chest and left
shoulder, the improvement ranged from 5% to 10% even in
the case that shadowing of the test person occurred, which
enabled to cover more than 50% of the identification area.
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Yet given the fact that the tag antenna on the chest is utilized, the MIMO mode configuration introduces only
a small advantage over the SIMO mode diversity within the
studied scenarios and considered range of chip sensitivities.
If we strictly take into account exclusively the costs, more
diversified portfolio of components on the tag-side seems
to represent a better solution. However, as mentioned
above, in certain cases (e.g. identification of people by the
badge type tag antennas) every additional tag antenna reduces the user comfort. Consequently, the acceptable tradeoff between the increased number of used identification
antennas and user comfort might be found in specific
applications where multiple fully-wearable antennas (e.g.
sewned) are inherent parts of working clothes, i.e. in case
of firefighters, rescuers, etc.

5. Conclusion
The paper is focused on the space diversity techniques
aimed at eliminating signal fading in RF identification
systems utilized for identification of shadowed people
primarily moving through the corridor towards a reader
gate. It was shown that for the considered frequencies and
scenarios within the common SISO mode, the tag antenna
situated on the person’s chest provides a considerably better signal coverage of the identification area than antennas
placed on the test person’s shoulders or back.
By applying the space diversity, either SIMO or
MIMO modes, it was possible to raise the trace coverage
extent of tag identification by about 5% (10% in the best
case) compared to the case when only one antenna placed
on the chest was utilized. As a result, the configuration
with two Tx antennas and one chest-fixed tag antenna
seems to be a comfortable solution for the user. It is also
suitable from the trace coverage extent point-of-view. The
diversity can therefore be ensured on the reader part (two
Tx antennas), while the tag part consisting of a single tag
antenna situated on the person’s chest is represented by an
identification badge. However, it should be noted that once
the test person turns back, additional tags placed on other
parts of his/her body increase their significance for successful identification, in other words in case of both approaching forehead and leaving back turned two Rx antennas are
necessary for reliable identification.
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